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Abstract—The interoperability between research infrastructures, including not only cross invocations of services, but also the
integration between data schemas, processing models and management policies and security controls, is essential to enable large
scale data driven experiments. Analysing functional gaps between
research infrastructures and decomposing the interoperability
issues into separated viewpoints promote a generic information
linking model between data and services in infrastructures. This
paper proposes a multi viewpoint framework namely Open eScience Information Linking Model (OEILM) in the context of
environmental research infrastructures to semantically link data
and services among infrastructures.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
A research infrastructure (RI) provides advanced instruments and services for communities of users to conduct
different levels of research in the field [1]; ICOS [2], EPOS [3],
Lifewatch [4] and ESCAT [5] are examples in environmental
sciences. These RIs all interface to large scale deployed
sensors or observers, and deal with very large quantities of
spatial aware data series. Collaborating data and services from
different RIs enable scientific researches at a system level but
also require integration and interoperability of operations at
different service layers between infrastructures.
The EU FP7 project ENVRI[6], namely the “Common
Operations of ENVironmental Research Infrastructures”, emphasises on synergies between advanced developments, not
only among the infrastructure facilities but also data driven
experiments require multi-disciplinary sciences. The main
mission is to define a common ontological framework and
standards for the description and characterization of research
infrastructures to achieve seamless interoperability between
the heterogeneous data sources and resources. In this short
paper, we briefly introduce the basic approach and discuss
a semantic framework proposed in ENVRI called Open eScience Information Linking Model (OEILM).
II. O PEN E -S CIENCE I NFORMATION L INKING M ODEL
Linking information and knowledge fragments that represent the semantics of services and data sources related to

the data life cycle essentially enables further interoperability
between RIs. A generic and globally operational ontology
applicable for all possible situations is most probably not
achievable; instead, interrelating different pairs of ontologies
through semantic bridges promotes an evolutionary solution
for many previously unrelated ontologies. A hybrid approach
is taken in the ENVRI project. The Open e-Science Information Linking Model (OEILM) employs an ENVRI reference
model to distinguish and formulate the commonality between
the RIs, and uses a linking layer to bridge the semantic gaps
between the reference model and other specific ontologies in
RIs.
The Open Distributed Processing (ODP) modelling
approach[7] captures the design and development issues in
complex distributed systems from five corresponding viewpoints. The enterprise viewpoint models potential use cases,
involved roles, behaviours and communities of the system;
the informational viewpoint models the information objects
and schemas related information; the computational viewpoint
models operations of functional components and binding interfaces between them; the engineering viewpoint describes
how the system should be constructed; and the technological viewpoint describes required technologies in the system
development. Such multi viewpoint approach is suitable for
modelling complex research infrastructures, and we follow
the ODP philosophy to build the ENVRI Reference Model
(ENVRI-RM) [8].
The OEILM has thus three layers 1) the core ontology
of Open Distributed Processing (ODP) is used as the model
basis, 2) the ENVRI-Reference Model ontology imports the
core ontology and models concepts in ENVRI-RM, and 3)
the linking ontology connects the reference model with the
information models outside research infrastructures, such as
description languages for underlying network infrastructures,
and for domain specific data and services. Fig. 1 shows the
basic idea of OEILM. The linking layer bridges the reference
model ontology with five highlighted clusters of ontologies
which are related to descriptions of abstract applications,
services, data and metadata, middleware and physical infrastructure.
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Fig. 1. The linking ontology connects ENVRI-RM ontology and the other
ontologies.

III. U SE CASE
Several use cases are defined in ENVRI[6]. One typical
example is to investigate behaviours of the Eyjafjallajkull volcano in Iceland using data of different environmental research
data infrastructures. The use case has the following conceptual
processes: 1) discover required information from distributed
locations, 2) obtain and gather data from different sources, 3)
compose data processing or simulation workflows, 4) execute
the workflow and analyse results, and 5) provide user support
for sharing results about research and predications. The semantic information provided by OEILM will enable the data and
resource discovery, and the planning for executing applications
on distributed infrastructure.

and information of data and the underlying storing, computing
and network elements. Compared to the other semantic linking
frameworks, and data Grid technologies such as iRDOS [11]
the work presented in this paper shows several differences.
Firstly, the ODP approach used in the paper decomposes the
context of functional components in a research infrastructure
into different viewpoints. These viewpoints complement with
each other, but can also deliver the information independently.
Secondly, the OEILM links different levels of abstraction of
resources that applications need. It can enable several use cases
that traditional data intensive applications do not cover, for
instance bringing network level QoS optimisation to the data
movement that applications require. Finally, OEILM is meant
for the communication between evolving research infrastructures, rather than building a infrastructure and promoting it to
specific user communities.
We can summarize that interoperability is an important
requirement for supporting semantic integration between data
and services between different research infrastructures. An
effective reference model synchronizes terminologies defined
in different environmental RIs, and guides the further development of the common operations and functional components
in the infrastructure. Semantic web technologies provide an
open world view on modelling the linking among elements
in research infrastructures. A semantic linking framework is
important for realizing interoperability among research infrastructures, and Open e-Science Information Linking Model is
evolving in this direction.
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Fig. 2. The conceptual diagram of the use case: OEILM is used for data
and resource discovery. The bottom part shows the test bed of the use case.

Fig. 2 shows the basic scenario. We prototype the data access and delivery part of the use case using a test bed provided
by the OpenLab facilitate in University of Amsterdam [9], and
will demonstrate it in Supercomputing 2013 [10].
IV. S UMMARY
In this paper, we introduced our ongoing work in ENVRI.
We propose OEILM to enhance the integration between RI
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